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Commodity Outlook
Grains & Oilseeds

Despite local values moving higher and global values losing ground this month, international grain imports are
not expected as long as WA crop prospects remain high.

Dairy

Global fundamentals to remain balanced through Q4 2018 but with risk of weather disruptions.

Beef

Recent rainfall might just be enough to see prices lift slightly and then stabilise.

Sheepmeat

Rabobank expects lamb prices to remain strong through spring.

Sugar

A weakened and volatile BRL and abundant sugar availability look set to continue to weigh on the market through
the end of 2018.

Cotton

US production, emerging market currencies, and the China import quota release are all factors to watch for the
cotton market price direction in the coming month.

Wool

Wool supply is starting to slide, which will help support merino wool prices on the whole, although we expect
continued contraction of price premiums for fine and superfine types.

Wine

The average price of Chinese wine imports rises strongly.

Horticulture

US exports of table grapes to China have fallen since tariffs were imposed.

Fertiliser

Local demand will dictate any late-season urea price movements.

FX

We forecast the AUD to fall to USc 70 by August 2019, shaving another 1 cent off our last forecast.

Oil

Rabobank forecasts crude oil prices to trade north of USD 80/bbl, before returning to the mid-70s in the longer term.

Slumping Confidence, but Record
Pricing and Farm Viability Still Strong
The latest Rabobank Rural Confidence Survey (RCS), showed the near-term confidence of Australian
farmers falling to its lowest level since 2006 – the middle of the Millennium drought. Not
surprisingly, almost all farmers that expected deterioration cited drought as the reason why the next
12 months will be worse than the last.
Slumping confidence coincided with a period of mostly high commodity prices. By one measure,
the Reserve Bank of Australia AUD index of Australian rural commodities, prices reached record levels
in August.
There are three reasons why AUD agriculture prices are high at present:
1.

Global markets for many commodities are tight, underpinning firm prices in offshore markets;

2.

the AUD has weakened in 2018, further pushing up world prices when expressed in local
currency terms; and

3.

drought is itself contributing to very high local basis in several important crops.

Not everyone is of course benefitting from the high-priced environment. For farmers unable to plant a
crop it is not possible to capitalise on high prices. And for livestock producers, high feed-barley prices
are just another pain point. Additionally, several prices cited in the RBA index reflect global markets
more closely than Australian farmgate returns.
Nonetheless, for many farmers, higher prices are providing some small offset to reduced
production prospects, high costs, or the need sell livestock.

Australian
agriculture

Agricultural prices are higher than they were in many previous Australian droughts. This, together with
improvements in operational management, financial planning, and structural improvements in the
prospects for agriculture (including via FTAs and advancing technology) appear to be contributing to
high levels of farm business viability, despite the drought. 93% of respondents rated their farms as
viable in the RCS, which is significantly higher than in previous dry spells.

Never Before Have Prices and
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Note: 1. Rural Confidence is measured as the percentage of farmers expecting the agricultural economy to improve in the next 12 months minus the percentage expecting it to worsen.
2. The RBA index is composed of prices for wheat, barley, canola, beef, lamb, cotton, and sugar. https://www.rba.gov.au/publications/bulletin/2013/mar/3.html

Shifting Climate Drivers Are Diminishing the
Chances of a Wet Spring
El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) &
Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) Outlook

Rainfall during August brought delight to many farmers across the country,
while for others it was too little, too late. Drought-affected regions such as
Dubbo and Moree received 36mm and 33mm respectively, cumulatively more
than in the preceding three months. Regions in South-West NSW missed out on
rain – Hay received 3mm in August, taking their tally to 62mm YTD.
Conditions across South Australia and Victoria are variable, with most regions on
a knife edge entering spring. Australia’s bright spot is in Western Australia.
Consistent rains have some regions on track for near-record winter-crop
production. Geraldton has received 208mm in the last three months, slightly
more than in the corresponding months during the record 2016 season.
Conditions may be about to get worse before they get better in many
regions across the country. The latest forecast from the Bureau of Meteorology
has outlined a 50% chance (twice the normal risk) of an El Niño forming over the
spring, creating the basis for expectations of below-average rainfall across eastern
and northern Australia. Compounding the dry conditions in these regions is the
forecast of below-average rainfall in central and southern parts of the country,
stemming from a positive IOD event.

What to watch
•

Source: BOM 2018

Frostbite. Reports of frost have already come in from some regions across
Australia. The Bureau of Meteorology is expecting warmer-than-average
minimums across much of the country in the coming months, although the
models are showing the chances of exceeding minimum temperatures are
lower in South Australia and Western Victoria.

Soil Moisture: a Tale of Two Halves
Relative root zone soil moisture, August 2018

Three-month outlook, September to November 2018

Source: BOM, 2018

Source: BOM, 2018

Winter growing season rainfall (April 2018 – August 2018)
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CBOT Fall Drives APW Basis Sky-High
A weakening AUD played into Brisbane and Newcastle APW basis breaking through 200 AUD/tonne
during late August. However, it was CBOT Wheat falling USc 80/bu (14% MOM) and local values
lifting another 20% MOM that really fuelled east-coast basis. The CBOT fall followed the bearish
USDA August WASDE, where US export availability was forecast up 5% MOM. Rabobank’s forecast for
CBOT Wheat for the balance of 2018 is for some strengthening into Q4 2018, and then softening into
Q2 2019 as harvest comes in from higher global hectares in 2019/20.
Talk of Russia placing a 25m-tonne restriction on exports also played into global wheat
movements this month. The Russian government now says there is no intention to monitor or
restrict exports. Given the strength of Russian exports so far this year – one Russian source has
reported the likelihood of an all-time monthly record of grain exports for August – government
intervention would not have been a surprise or without precedent. A restriction could therefore still
be on the cards towards the end of the year or the size of the Russian crop could be much larger than
the market anticipates. Russian wheat FOB price fell 2% MOM, closing August at 226 USD/tonne.
Extremely tight stocks and high feed demand continue to drive interstate grain movements from WA
to eastern Australia. Expectations are for these movements to continue well into 2019. Buoyed by a
potential record crop, WA will have capacity to meet elevated domestic demand, and without the
challenges faced by international origin grain imports that high basis would otherwise prompt.
Cross-country grain movement is supporting values to trade either at, or near, ten-year highs at all
ports. APW is now trading at 70%, 55%, and 33% YOY at Geelong, Adelaide, and Kwinana respectively.
Australia’s export capacity in 2018/19 will be challenged not only by low new harvest volumes, but
also by relatively high basis across the country, which is expected to continue.
Low domestic supply has supported canola prices to move higher. Newcastle non-GM canola found
AUD 600/tonne in August and is moving higher in early September. This is a challenge to domestic
canola processors, although margins will be assisted by higher meal values.

Grains &
Oilseeds

What to Watch
• Frost & heat. Australian winter crops are in their frost risk window. A widespread frost in WA would significantly
dint harvest tonnes and potentially prompt international grain imports on the east coast. Equally, bursts of hot
weather, especially in areas with only average-to -below rainfall so far, will downgrade yield prospects.
• NEW REPORT: De-bulking in the Pursuit of Global Competitiveness. Increased alternative options to grain
exports, such as direct loading at the port, more containerised grain exports, and newer bulk terminal export
capacity, together with increased on-farm storage, are all part of the capital shift in the Australian grains industry.
Click here to download the report.

Diverging Local and Global Markets
Local and global canola, September 2017 to
September 2018
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Farm Margins Face Big Squeeze
Global commodity prices experienced some downward pressure in August. This was not
surprising, given the likelihood of higher milk production in New Zealand ahead of its peak milk
production period, aided by favourable weather conditions. As a result, Fonterra revised its
2018/19 forecast farmgate milk price down from NZD 7.00/kgMS to NZD 6.75/kgMS.
Unfavourable seasonal conditions are starting to have a widespread impact on local
production. Australian milk production for July was 4.2% lower (or 28m litres) than for the same
month in 2017. The dry conditions have resulted in sizeable feed shortages and an increase in the
costs of feed and water. This has put dairy farmer margins under significant pressure. Not
surprisingly, confidence levels amongst Australia's dairy farmers have sunk.
The northern Victoria Resource Manager lifted some 2018/19 seasonal determinations. The
improvements in determinations follow a lift in storage volumes after rain in the catchment areas.
The catchments are wet, and further rainfall will generate runoff into the major storages.
More SMP has been sold from intervention stores in Europe. 31,493 tonnes of SMP were sold
at the most recent tender. This is a significantly higher amount than in the past two tenders (2,408
tonnes and 23,532 tonnes) and means the European Commission has now cleared about onethird of its stock holdings.

What to watch

Dairy

•

US government support and its impact. The US government has provided details of the
financial assistance it will provide to US agriculture, including the dairy industry. The package
includes cash payments, a food purchase programme, and trade marketing initiatives.

•

Trade wars. The situation remains quite dynamic. The US and Canadian governments are still
renegotiating NAFTA. This comes after a preliminary agreement was struck between the US
and Mexico.

Weather Risks to Global Supply Are
Growing
Global dairy prices, 2014-2018
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Rain Sees Prices Rise Slightly
Cattle prices rose slightly through August on the back of some rainfall across eastern Australia.
Given the ongoing limited fodder availability, the lift in prices is more a reflection of less cattle
available in a limited market – the numbers of cattle sold through saleyards has generally fallen
since late July – rather than genuine producer restocking interest. The EYCI dipped to a 40-month
low at AUD 4.50/kg cwt in mid-August before rising to AUD 4.88/kg cwt on 6 September. Recent
rainfall and subsequent falls might just be enough for producers to make the decision to hold
cattle and, as a result, see prices lift slightly and stabilise. However, without significant further
rainfall, prices are not expected to rise too much.
July slaughter numbers (712,100 head) continue to reflect the drought-induced sales, up 12%
YOY. While female slaughter numbers are up 29% YOY, male numbers are down 2%, reflecting the
overall limited cattle supplies.
Beef exports for August (106,921 tonnes swt) remain high, up 8% YOY. Despite the high female
proportion of the total slaughter and expected high lean-trimmings production, exports to the US
for the YTD in August are down 1% on 2017 volumes. This is believed to be a reflection of the
increased cow kill in the US and their lower demand for lean trimmings, together with the strong
demand in Asia. Live exports for the month of July were up 71%, with much stronger volumes to
Indonesia through June and July – up 49% and 129% respectively YOY.
Q2 cattle on feed numbers were released in August and showed a new record of 1.12m head. Q3
numbers are expected to ease as lower cattle availability starts to flow through.

What to watch

Beef

•

Australian exports – While exports to the US have not increased on 2017 volumes, exports to
Japan, South Korea, and China have increased in 2018 by 8%, 15%, and 55% respectively. At
current rates, volumes to South Korea will be close to the safeguard threshold towards the
end of the year. Once that threshold is reached, a higher tariff is applied.

Some Rain Lifts Hopes and Prices, and
Exports to Asia Are Performing Strongly
Eastern Young Cattle Indicator

Australian beef exports to South Korea
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Tipping over the Seasonal Peak
After rising for 21 weeks and setting new records along the way, lamb prices slipped in the first
week of September. The ESTLI fell from its record at AUD 8.78/kg cwt on 20 August to AUD
8.55/kg cwt on 6 September. September normally heralds the start of the seasonal decline in
prices, as new volumes reach the market. While indicative numbers show slaughter did increase
in late August, numbers remain well below the average. The shorter supply of lambs coupled
with the drier conditions preventing early finishing of lambs suggests that prices, while easing
slightly through spring, will remain strong.
Sheep (626,600 head) and lamb (1.8m head) slaughter numbers continue to track higher than
2017 for the month of July, up 30% and 10% YOY respectively. Indicative numbers suggest that
lamb slaughter will drop significantly in August while sheep numbers will remain high. Average
lamb slaughter weights, now 22.3kg, have started to drop in line with the normal seasonal
decline.
Lamb exports (18,603 tonnes swt) for August were down 6% YOY, reflecting the anticipated lower
slaughter numbers in August. Sheepmeat exports, on the other hand, at 15,741tonnes swt were
33% higher YOY. The China market is taking large volumes of Australian sheepmeat with lamb
volumes up 18% YTD in August and sheepmeat volumes up 115%. In total 62,787 tonnes swt
sheepmeat have been exported to China in the first eight months, the highest volume in history.

What to watch

Sheepmeat

•

A two-sided story – The dry conditions have limited producer buying interest, and as a result
demand and prices for restocker lambs have been more subdued. On the other hand, the dry
conditions and high slaughter numbers early in the year, which are now limiting supply, have
seen heavy finished lamb prices push through new record levels. The margin between these
two categories, at almost AUD 100/head, is the largest in over five years. Some recent rain has
seen prices for restocker lambs rise slightly but the margin remains high.

Prices for Heavy Finished Lambs Break New
Records While Light Lambs Remain Lower
Eastern States Trade Lamb Indicator
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Sugar Dips Lower Again
The world sugar market saw a fresh ten-year low in August, reaching a close of USc 10.09/lb and
skirting AUD 300/tonne. A weakening Brazilian real, which rose above USD 4/BRL for the first time
since January 2016, exacerbated the weight of a heavy fundamental situation on the global
market.
The large surplus and indeed volatile currency movements will continue to weigh on the market.
Rabobank forecasts the ICE#11 to remain below USc 12/lb through the remainder of the year.
But there are some more supportive fundamental developments evolving. Weather risks are
starting to develop that are likely to contribute to a fall in global production in the coming season.
Hot conditions in the EU coupled with stronger competing crop prices are set to result in lower
output in 2018/19, while Asia is on watch for El Niño. The major driver of reduced output however
remains Brazil.
The Brazilian crush was interrupted in August by rainfall, which slowed down the pace of crushing
that had been powering along. Overall, the cane used for sugar is still well below the range for the
last five years at 36.4%, and the sugar price continues to sit below ethanol parity, incentivising
ethanol production.
On a positive note, the Australian crush is progressing well, with over half of the forecast 33.5m
tonnes of cane crushed to date. CCS levels have been strong, thanks to the dry harvest conditions.

What to watch

Sugar

•

Rainfall in central and north Queensland. While clear skies have made for ideal crushing to
date, concerns are starting to emerge over the lack of rain for newly planted cane and
subsequent impact on the 2019 crop.

•

The lead-up to the Brazilian election. Brazil’s general election takes place in October, and the
outlook remains unpredictable.

Sugar Market Hits Decade-Low
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Holding Pattern for Cotton Prices
The ICE#2 fell mid-August following the release of the USDA’s August world agricultural supply-anddemand estimates that raised the forecast for US production. Since then, the global benchmark
price has been trading in the low Usc 80/lb range, consistent with Rabobank’s Q3 forecast.
The USDA delivered a shock to the market, revising the production forecast upwards to 19.2m
bales, with much of the trade expecting a reduction in the US crop forecast. The September WASDE
will be important for price direction through the next month, with US production critical. On a more
global level, Indian output and the size of decline pencilled in for the largest producer worldwide
will both be factors to watch.
Demand also continues to be an important factor in determining price direction. Uncertainty in
emerging market economies and the ongoing trade dispute between the US and China both
provide a degree of risk to the strong demand currently forecast. Rabobank’s estimate is in line with
the USDA for a 4% lift in consumption in 2018/19.
Rabobank forecasts the ICE#2 to remain in the low USc 80/lb range through Q3, potentially
dipping below USc 80/lb in Q4. Australian cash prices have fallen from the highs in August, but are
still comfortably over AUD 600/bale for the 2019 season. While there have been some rain events
through NSW in late August, production prospects are still very much constrained by low water
availability. There is still opportunity for upside to production if there was more rain through the
next month, but the current outlook suggests that 2019 production will be in the vicinity of 2m to
2.5m bales.

What to watch

Cotton

•

China’s release of further import quota is reported to be inching closer with potential for
crucial announcements in September. With a sizeable portion of the 2018 Australian cotton
crop yet to ship, this indication of increased demand out of China is an important
development for Australian cotton.

ICE#2 Cotton Holding in a Range
ICE#2 September 2017 – September 2018
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Rabobank forecasts the ICE#2 to average USc 82/lb through the third quarter, before coming under some pressure late in 2018.

Supply Starting to Slide
The market back from the July recess has had an interesting month of trading, reaching a new
record level as the weakened Australian dollar and signs of falling supply helped push the Eastern
Market Indicator above AUc 2100/kg clean. First hand wool offers in the 18/19 season have fallen
14% compared to the same period last year. Reduced supply remains an important supportive factor
for prices in coming months.
The Australian Wool Production Forecasting Committee’s latest outlook for the 2018/19 season was
released in August. Unsurprisingly with the drought conditions in NSW, the committee has reduced
the forecast to 322m kg, which would be a 6% decline YOY. For the first two months of the season,
there has already been a 5.7% decline in weight of wool tested. Seasonal conditions have improved
markedly in WA and many sheep regions in Victoria, but with prolonged drought in NSW there is
further downside risk for supply in 2018/19.
The dry conditions also continue to impact the profile the clip with falls in supply of medium micron
(20-24micron) merino wool while volume of wool tested that is finer than 19micron has lifted. The
price ratio between microns fell through 2017/18 and although has rebounded in August will likely
see some pressure in the coming season.
July wool export volumes were down some 22.6% compared with July 2017, but the value was up
5.6%. Although this was a sharp decline for the first month of the season, exports should stabilise to
reflect the reduction in supply and subsequent wool offerings forecast for the 2018/19 season.

What to watch

Wool

•

The industry will meet in Nanjing in mid-September for the annual Nanjing Wool Market
Conference. This will be an important gauge of mill comfort with the persistent high prices and
the sustainability of those prices moving forward.

Wool Market Softens into The Recess
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The Australian benchmark wool indicator softened below AUc 2000/kg clean in the run into the July recess. Auctions
recommence in August, and all eyes will be on buyer demand.

US Table Grape Exports to China fall
After Tariffs Imposed
The Australian fresh vegetable sector has continued to grow over the past five years, by both market
value (wholesale value plus export minus import receipts) and production volume. Australian
domestic per capita consumption in total has also grown by around 7kg per capita to 87kg annually.
Total production volume growth has risen ahead of both consumption and modest export
volume increases. This extra production has been channelled into processed vegetable products.
However, when various sectors are analysed, product groups such as salad greens, Asian greens,
and head lettuce have managed to grow their fresh volumes and reduce processed volumes. The
challenge for other sector participants will be to diversify fresh products, increase fresh sales if
diversification options are limited, or increase export volumes.
In an early July 2018 podcast, we discussed the US table grape market. Their export season had
just commenced with estimates of a 105m box (19 Lbs per box) 2018 crop. Official export data to
date show 2018 US table grape exports to 31 July are behind the same period in 2017 (in value and
volume).
Volumes and values of US table grape exports to China have been dropping off since May 2018,
after Chinese tariff increases went into effect in April 2018. This trend rose markedly in July, when a
further increase in Chinese tariffs occurred, taking the tariff on US grapes exports to China to 53%.

What to watch
•

The trade wars continue. The tit-for-tat trade dispute continues between China and the US.
This will be of interest to Australia’s orange and table grape exporters in particular. The US
supplies 34% and 15% of Chinese imports of each respective product group. Australia supplies
14% and 18% respectively.

•

Where the US will choose to sell the fruit it would normally send to China, or other traditional
grey channels in to China, and what implications this has in other markets.

Horticulture

Fresh Vegetable Production and Value
Growth
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Growth continues over the five-year period for the Australian fresh vegetable sector as a whole. Significant lift in value in 2017.

Chinese Import Prices Pick Up
In China, the average price of imported wine lifted in the first half of 2018. The average price
rose by 15.2% per litre compared to the same period in 2017.
Over the same period, Australia’s wine exports to China increased by AUD 156m. Average price
per litre was up 8.7%.
US wine exports to China for the same period are of particular interest given the trade dispute.
The US volume decreased but the average value per litre lifted by16.19%, despite the 15%
additional tariff imposed on imported US wine.
Price momentum in China is expected to continue in the second half of 2018 for imported wines.
However, even as Chinese consumers show increasing interest in high-quality wines, they are also
price sensitive.
Continued price increases in wines from countries such as the US and Australia could see
Chinese consumers change some of their focus to lower-cost wines from countries such as
Chile or South Africa.

What to watch

Wine

•

European Harvest – The global market awaits the harvest in Europe to ascertain global
volumes for the 2018 vintage. The harvest commenced across key production region France in
late August and early September. With the long, hot, and dry summer, which has reportedly
led to a healthy crop, early predictions are for the crop to be larger than that of 2017.

•

A lift in total European volumes could temper any further growth in global bulk wine prices.

Bulk Wine Exports Continue Growth in
Volume and Overall Value
Australian bulk wine exports 2017 versus 2018, April to July
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Bulk volumes continue to increase to key markets YOY for the period April to July 2018 versus 2017. Total value also increased
for the period, except for the US market, which saw a decline.

Global Fertiliser Recovery Continues
A weaker AUD and improved demand continued to drive the recovery of fertiliser prices across
the nutrient complex.
Global AUD-adjusted urea prices were up 8% MOM, closing August at 415 AUD/tonne FOB
excluding the Middle-East, breaking the 400 AUD/tonne treshold for the first time since September
2015. Demand continues to drive market optimism and tighter supply too, which has put pressure
on prices. Preliminary data from China shows that January to July exports are down 71% YOY – this
is primarily attributed to environmental protection regulations that have forced the temporary
closure of some plants. Last week, some market analysts reported that significant volumes of
Chinese urea have been offered on the export market, signalling some supply pressure may be
about to be relieved, in turn acting to temper the global urea price.
Locally, spring is the peak application period for urea. Given most of the nitrogen for this season
has already been imported, local price movements will be largely driven by local demand and
supply factors. Some shortages have been reported in WA, following a ship that didn’t arrive and
strong demand – which local fertiliser companies say is unprecedented.
Global AUD-adjusted DAP prices rose for the third consecutive month, up 4% MOM to 612
AUD/tonne excluding US Gulf. Strengthened crop prices continue to drive demand for phosphates,
although summer orders are coming to a close in the US, which will alleviate some demand.

What to watch

Farm Inputs

•

Glyphosate continues to dominate headlines following a decision by a US jury that a man should be
paid USD 289m following his claim that glyphosate caused his cancer.. This was in addition to a
decision in Brazil, where a judge ordered the suspension of glyphosate within 30 days – which was
then subsequently overturned. For Australian farmers, this squarely underpins the need for the sector
to be increasingly judicious with the use of glyphosate and consider options in the face of an event
where maximum residue limits are lowered or altered in end markets, or restrictions are placed on its
use.

Weaker AUD is Decreasing Purchasing
Power
AUD-adjusted Global Fertiliser Prices
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AUD Slides Again
In early September, the AUD fell to its lowest level against the USD since February 2016 – trading at
USc 71.11 on 10 September. The AUD was pushed lower by a combination of mixed Australian
economic news, positive US economic news, and a general flight of capital to safe havens amid
worsening economic crises in Argentina and Turkey.
Australia posted strong GDP growth in the June quarter (up 3.4% YOY). But many were concerned that
growth was underpinned by a falling household savings rate, especially as there is mounting evidence
that the housing market is still falling. On 4 September the RBA again left rates unchanged at 1.5%..
Inflation is around 2%. But the RBA notes that one-off reduction in administered prices in the
September quarter is expected to result in headline inflation softening in the months ahead. Wage
growth remains weak. We remain of the view that the RBA is unlikely to increase the overnight cash
rate in the next 12 months, with the next move still arguably likely to be an interest rate reduction.
In the US, the labour market remains tight, as US consumer spending (which had helped deliver a
whopping 4.2% GDP growth in Q2) grew nicely in July, while inflation remained at the Federal Reserve
target level of 2% (for the third time this year). We continue to expect one more interest rate hike in the
US over the next 12 months (to 2.25%). But if the trade conflicts do not escalate, a further additional
hike becomes a distinct possibility. The Fed itself has three more hikes planned for 2019 according to
its current published ‘dot plot’.
As monetary policy in the US tightens and Australian settings remain unchanged, we expect to see the
AUD soften to USc 70 by August 2019, (one cent below our last forecast).

What to watch

FX

•

Emerging markets. Domestic issues, rising global tensions, and higher US interest rates are
generating pressure on emerging markets as diverse as Brazil, Turkey, South Africa, Argentina and
Russia – with their currencies in some cases plummeting against the USD in the last month.

•

Reduced economic growth and weaker currencies reduce the purchasing power of these
countries (where they import Australian goods) and increase their export competitiveness (where
they sell agricultural products into the same markets as Australia does).

Australian Dollar Slides Further on US
Economic Strength and Emerging Market
Woes
Australian/US dollar Cross Rate
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Oil on the Move
Brent Crude oil prices have increased to 77.27 USD/bbl during August, up 7% MOM. Supply
concerns continue to put upward pressure on prices. US sanctions on Iran kick in on 3 November,
which has forced buyers to search elsewhere given purchases may not arrive until after the
deadline. Furthermore, production in Venezuela continues to decline and conditions have been
made worse as a tanker crashed into a pier on one of the main loading terminals. This could
reduce exports by up to 250 kbpd. The outlook of crude oil prices remains bullish and our forecast
remains unchanged. Rabobank forecasts crude oil prices to trade north of USD 80/bbl, before
returning back to the mid-70s in the longer term.
The Baltic Dry Index has dropped 16% since the beginning of August, where it currently sits at
1477 points. The index has declined gradually since the beginning of August, but still remains
buoyed due to strong demand on key iron ore routes. It now sits at 1447, its lowest value in two
months due to a build-up of tonnage in China and a lack of cargo in Brazil, reducing the demand
for larger vessels. Nonetheless, the average monthly index value during August was the highest
we have seen in over a year. With this in mind, Rabobank maintains its view that freight rates will
increase, with higher fuel prices and a limited number of new vessels coming online.

Oil &
Freight

What to watch
•

Trade wars – Higher prices as a result of tariffs in China and the US will reduce demand and
decrease shipping rates between these countries. Despite this, the trade wars could actually
increase shipping demand as buyers scramble for cheaper sources of goods, such as SouthEast Asia and/or products get shipped via inefficient routes to avoid tariffs.

Baltic Dry Index Falls
Baltic Dry Index, September 2015 to September 2018
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Agri Price Dashboard
As of 7/09/2018
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Grains & oilseeds
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Agri Price Dashboard
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